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PRACTICAL CAMPBELL 

“The Times,  They Are  A’Changin’” 

 

As viewed by astronauts from the moon, the earth lacks those lines of sociopolitical division that are so 
prominent on maps. And as recognized here below, the web of interlacing socioeconomic 
dependencies that now enfolds the planet is of one life. All that is required is a general change of 
vision to accord with these contemporary facts. And that this will occur is certain. It is, in fact, already 
occurring. Moreover, the vision required is nothing new, nor unnatural. What are unnatural, artificial, 
and contrived, are the separations.  

- Joseph Campbell, The Inner Reaches of Outer Space, p. 124. 

 

In the nearly twenty years since Joseph Campbell’s death the world has witnessed innumerable 
horrific episodes of collective violence: the slaughter of almost a million Tutsis by Hutus in Rwanda; 
years of armed struggle between contending warlords in Liberia, Somalia, and the Sudan; ethnic and 
religious wars in Bosnia, Serbia and Kosovo; blood shed between Basque separatists and the 
government of Spain, between Hindu Tamils and Sinhalese Buddhists in Sri Lanka, between 
Palestinians and Israelis, between Irish Protestants and Catholics, and between Hindu India and 
Muslim Pakistan; al-Qaeda’s attack on the U.S. on September 11, 2001; and the shock-and-awe 
invasion and occupation of Iraq, followed by a brutal insurgency and sectarian violence … 

A list that barely scratches the surface. 

Arbitrary geopolitical boundaries may indeed appear invisible to anyone standing on the moon, but 
for those who live on earth these lines are all too often traced in blood. One can’t help but wonder if 
Campbell’s confidence in the future isn’t misplaced — the blind optimism that comes from wishful 
thinking. 

And yet there does seem to be a sense that we are in the midst of a period of massive, almost 
unfathomable change. We no longer inhabit our grandparents’ world — nor, given the accelerating 
pace of change, will our grandchildren live in ours.  

Was Joseph Campbell wearing rose-colored glasses? Did he fail to anticipate the religious and ethnic 
violence that we’re experiencing today? Or is this all part of a natural process as humanity gropes its 
way toward that inevitable “change of vision” that Campbell foresaw — and, if so, is there any way to 
hasten the process? What vision guides us now, and how do we get from here to there? Is Utopia 
unattainable, Armageddon unavoidable — or might there be some third path open to us? Does the 
imagery of myth offer clues to what lies ahead? 

To answer these questions we step briefly away from myth — or, perhaps, better put, we step inside 
the myths, go deeper, to the primary images that form the core of a mythology, in search of that 
vision that is “nothing new nor unnatural.” But we’ll take a curious path to reach the future, 
backtracking more than three decades into the past, to the halls of a prestigious California think tank, 
before returning to the now — along the way disturbing conspiracy theorists and dodging shrapnel in 
the thick of the culture wars. 
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FIXING THE WORLD? 
 

When we talk about settling the world’s problems, we’re barking up the wrong tree. The world is 
perfect. It’s a mess. It has always been a mess. We are not going to change it. 

- Joseph Campbell, A Joseph Campbell Companion: Reflections on the Art of Living, ed. Diane K. 
Osbon, p.17. 

 

The above reflection seems to imply the opposite of the quote that opens this essay. In fact, some 
have taken it as a prescription for narcissistic withdrawal from the world … 

But nonparticipation is not  what Campbell counsels here.  

He’s actually referring to what he terms the Bodhisattva formula — “Joyful participation in the 
sorrows of the world” — embracing life in all its agony and ecstasy and willingly throwing oneself 
into the fray, so to speak.  

Recognizing that the world will always be troubled doesn’t mean that we don’t work to end world 
hunger, abolish poverty, promote peace, or support political goals to which we might be committed, 
any more than accepting death as an inevitable part of life means we shouldn’t render first aid to 
accident victims.  

What Campbell recommended was simply a shift of perspective, so that we “say yea” to it all. 

Joseph Campbell’s own example is hardly one of withdrawal and nonparticipation. Throughout the 
1950s and ‘60s, intent on increasing awareness and understanding of “foreign” peoples, he lectured 
regularly at the State Department’s Foreign Service Institute , offering diplomats, military officers, 
and CIA officials insight into the complex cultures of countries to which they had been assigned. 
Campbell’s 1957 address before UNESCO, entitled “Asia and the United States: What the American 
Citizen Can Do to Promote Mutual Understanding and Cooperation,” offered practical applications 
of the same theme. 

Even more intriguing is Campbell’s contribution to a detailed report, prepared for the Stanford 
Research Institute, designed — in the words of the report’s editors — to explore  

a plausible vision of the future in which democratic methods survive, major problems are managed 
successfully if not resolved, and the unfolding of the human potential continues to expand … 
including plausible steps to its realization …     

 

SHAPING THE FUTURE 
 

SRI Internat ional  (formerly the SStanford Research  Inst itute) is a nonprofit, scientific 
research organization dedicated to an interdisciplinary approach. SRI’s mission statement declares, 
“We are committed to discovery and to the application of science and technology for knowledge, 
commerce, prosperity, and peace.”  

Plans to form such an institute were first discussed by Stanford’s faculty committee in a 1939 
meeting at the Bohemian Grove (a privately owned redwood forest located along the Russian River in 
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California’s Sonoma County, site of a legendary annual conclave of the rich and powerful). The 
attack on Pearl Harbor placed the program in limbo until after the end of World War II; in 1946 the 
Stanford Research Institute was officially born, offspring of a partnership between Stanford 
University and the industrial community. (SRI International ended formal ties to the university in 
the nineteen seventies — hence the name change). 

Over the past sixty years the Stanford Research Institute has been responsible for technological and 
cultural innovations that have literally transformed society — including electronic banking (1955), 
the computer mouse (1964), windows, hypertext, and video conferencing (1968), the liquid crystal 
technology used in today’s flat panel displays (1963-1968), high definition television and the stealth 
technology used by the military (both developed in the eighties), as well as ultrasound and GPS 
technologies.  

In 1969 SRI received the first logon to ARPANET, precursor to the Internet, and in 1977 SRI sent 
the first Internet transmission from Menlo Park to a computer at the University of Southern 
California — via London, England.  

The Stanford Research Institute participated in site selection and design decisions for Disneyland and 
the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. SRI conducted the first national evaluation of 
charter schools, and has constructed models for monitoring the long-term growth and planning of 
specific industries. In 1949 the Stanford Research Institute facilitated the first national symposium on 
air pollution, and today maintains a polar station that conducts atmospheric research. And SRI has 
worked off and on since 1979 with the Chinese government (depending on who holds the reigns) to 
help re-envision that country’s political, academic, and business environments in ways that foster a 
more open, prosperous society. 

While this partial inventory of accomplishments reads like a commercial (small wonder — it’s 
gleaned from the institute’s own publications), it does establish SRI’s active role in imagining and 
shaping the future… 

Which brings us to “Research Report No.4 — Changing Images of Man,” prepared in May of 1974 
by the CCenter fo r the Study of Social  Pol icy at SSRI Internat ional. 

 

 

TEAM WORK  
 

This SRI report, which was commissioned by the Kettering Foundation in order to examine the ways 
in which humanity’s perception of itself might in fact evolve, circulated over the course of the next 
decade through government, business, and academic circles, but wasn’t made available to the general 
public until 1982, when it was published by Pergamon Press. Card catalogs and bibliographies often 
appear to list Joseph Campbell as the primary author — an accident of alphabet. Campbell is but one 
of eight co-authors representing fields as diverse as physics, the social sciences, engineering, and the 
humanities. Two members of the team, O.W. Markley, Project Director, and Willis W. Harman, 
Project Supervisor, served as editors.  

Most Campbell bibliographies fail to list Changing Images of Man — and A Fire In the Mind, Robin 
and Stephen Larsen’s heavily footnoted biography of Campbell, makes no mention of this episode.  
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Campbell’s role remained significant nonetheless: anyone familiar with Joe’s work will recognize his 
ideas and even his wording throughout the book’s eight chapters; the first two, however, are the most 
thoroughly “Campbellian” in content and tone.  

Though part of the original draft, Campbell’s examination of “the role of myth in society” didn’t 
appear in the 1974 report; the Pergamon edition corrects this omission, restoring the section in the 
opening chapter. The second chapter focuses on a variety of “images of man” dominant in different 
periods and different societies — reflected in the mythology, philosophy, science, and psychology of a 
culture — and how these images not only reflect a given culture, but also help shape and define that 
culture. 

In addition to authoring a significant portion of the text, Campbell is also listed as one of a panel of 
23 experts who reviewed the final draft (other notable reviewers include Yale physicist Henry 
Morgenau, psychologists B.F. Skinner and Carl Rogers, and anthropologists Anthony F.C. Wallace, 
Luther Gerlach, and Margaret Meade, among others — many of whose comments and criticisms 
appear as footnotes). 

The research team at times ventures in unconventional directions — for example, referencing 
investigations of telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, psychokinesis, and hypnosis when examining 
contemporary scientific perspectives — but their credentials and their approach make clear this is a 
serious study. 

 

CHANGING IMAGES OF MAN 
  

The co-authors define image  of man as “the set of assumptions held about the human being’s 
origin, nature, characteristics, relationships with others, and place in the universe.” 

An “image of (the nature of) man” is thus a Gestalt perception of humankind, both individual and 
collective, in relation to the self, others, society, and the cosmos. It may contain many levels and face 
contradictions and paradoxes — as does the living human being — and still be experienced as an 
organic whole. 

– Campbell, et.al., Changing Images of Man (1982), p. 3  

 

The report focuses on three primary tasks: 

We have attempted in this study to: 

1. Illuminate ways our present society, its citizens, and institutions have been shaped by the 
underlying myths and images of the past and present. 

2. Explore the deficiencies of currently held images of humankind and to identify needed 
characteristics of future images. 

3. Identify high-leverage activities that could facilitate the emergence of new images and new policy 
approaches to the resolution of key problems in our society. (ibid., p. xxii) 

 

The first two areas are thoroughly and thoughtfully addressed. The report is weakest where it 
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approaches task three — but then, this section is essentially brainstorming, reaching for specific 
policies and programs. Campbell’s presence is less apparent here, and no wonder — he believed we 
can’t stage-manage a myth anymore than we can predict what we’ll dream tonight. 

[M]yths don’t come into being like that. You have to wait for them to appear. 

– Joseph Campbell, interviewed by Tom Collins for In Context: A Quarterly of Humane Sustainable 
Culture, Winter 1985/1986 

 

Campbell nevertheless clearly identifies collective universal themes found in myth that are essential to 
the development of any future “self image” of humanity consonant with the realities of the universe 
in which we live — as opposed to those images limited in scope to local cultures and specific times 
and places.  

The latter — especially when read literally — hinder the development of a more discerning image of 
reality, engendering collective perspectives ultimately ill suited to human life and the health of the 
planet as a whole. 

 

THE POWER OF IMAGE 
 

But don’t such images have their source in the human imagination? If they are, in essence, imaginary, 
then how can an image wield such power? 

The world comes to us through our senses. Each sense, however, presents an iimage (in this case a 
term not limited to the visual) that is not reality, but how we experience  reality. 

Imagination mediates our experience of reality. 

We know the desk at which I sit is over ninety-five percent empty space (to err on the conservative 
side), that the intermolecular inner space is as empty as the vast void of outer space — and what 
matter there is in this desk consists, at the subatomic level, of mesons, muons, pions, and a host of 
other particles that physicists have described as mere “tendencies to exist,” each blinking into and out 
of and back into existence billions of times each second.  

And yet I experience the desk as solid. 

Images don’t shape merely what we experience, but what we do. 

Every human undertaking begins in the imagination. 

I can’t even make a peanut butter sandwich without first imagining it, holding an image of the 
sandwich in my head — an awareness which keeps me from whipping up a batch of onion and 
ammonia soup by mistake.  

Image — imagination — draws me into the future. 

It should be no surprise that what is true for the individual holds true at the cultural level as well, 
given that culture itself is a product of the human imagination. 

Fred Polak, director of the Netherlands’ Central Planning Bureau in the post-World War II period 
and generally credited as father of futurist studies, addressed this question in a pioneering two-
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volume work that adds flesh to the following observation: 

Any student of the rise and fall of cultures cannot fail to be impressed by the role played in historical 
succession by the image of the future. The rise and fall of images precedes or accompanies the rise and 
fall of cultures. As long as a society’s image is positive and flourishing, the flower of culture is in full 
bloom. Once the image begins to decay and lose its vitality, however, the culture does not long 
survive. 

– Fred Polak, The Image of the Future, 1961 

 

The authors of the SRI report offer several examples of the power of a cultural image, which I’ll 
briefly paraphrase:  

If a culture’s dominant perception is of man as separate from nature (as in Judeo-Christian 
mythology), then an exploitation ethic is more likely, with nature considered merely a resource — 
whereas the perception of humanity as part of or one with nature is more conducive to the 
development of an ecological ethic; similarly, if we see humans as “animated machines of physical 
parts” (as in Cartesian science), then the interior life is ignored and, again, our relationship to nature 
tends toward exploitation  

– and yet, if we imagine ourselves as solely spiritual, rather than physical, beings (as in some schools of 
Gnosticism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and other mystic traditions), then factors affecting the material 
health and well-being of society are often ignored.   

In Changing Images of Man, Campbell and company identify nineteen distinct images from thirteen 
past cultures that remain active and influential, and where they can be found today. The authors also 
examine the relevance of these cultural images to our post-industrial era — which they recognize as a 
period of transitional crisis — determining the images most likely to help, or hinder, successful 
societal transformation. 

For example, the image of man created from clay by a god separate from nature — which first 
appears in Mesopotamia, c. 2350 B.C.E., in the myths of the Semitic Akkadians — coupled with the 
sense of a “chosen people” (whether by birth or conversion), a concept key to Judeo-Christian-Islamic 
traditions today, “stands in its present form as an obstacle to emergence of new ecological 
understandings.”  

Similarly, the Zoroastrian image of man, emerging c. 1200 B.C.E., views humans as endowed with 
free will but forced to choose between absolute good or absolute evil; this view also posits time as 
linear rather than cyclical, leading up to a cataclysmic End of Days when Good will triumph and Evil 
will be forever abolished. Both concepts play into the Judeo-Christian-Islamic emphasis on a rigid, 
divinely ordained moral code, as well as the Christian expectation of a coming apocalypse, after 
which the deity will restore nature’s balance. Taken literally, this worldview does not easily adapt to 
advances in science, philosophy, human rights, and other fields of knowledge. 

On the other hand, the totemism apparent in the Upper Paleolithic from roughly 30,000 to 15,000 
B.C.E. — still evident in Native American and other shamanic traditions that accent the kinship 
between man and animal — has much in common with the image of the mutual interdependence of 
all nature found in some Buddhist traditions, and with what Campbell followed Aldous Huxley in 
calling “the perennial philosophy” (the “view of man and the universe as essentially consciousness in 
manifest form”) underlying the mystic traditions within almost all mythologies. The authors find 
elements of this mythic imagery surfacing today in our expanding ecological awareness, which they 
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believe vital to humanity’s survival. 

The research team responsible for Changing Images of Man recognized some fifty “possible futures” 
that stretch before us — but only a handful of those alternate paths are at all desirable. All of the 
undesirable paths (those involving population upheavals, major conflict, environmental disaster, etc.) 
are associated with views of ourselves that are limited, inadequate, and out of touch with the world in 
which we live. 

  

“IT’S THE ECONOMY,  …” 
 

The SRI study devotes an entire chapter to the image of “economic man” that evolved in tandem 
with the industrial age. This perception of humans as individual, fundamentally rational beings living 
in a material, mechanistic universe in which “objective” knowledge and utilitarianism are the highest 
values, was certainly appropriate to its time — and is responsible for the high standard of living in the 
United States and other developed countries.  

(The authors are careful to point out that no culture’s image of man is “wrong,” making the case that 
each image they examine is appropriate to the age and culture where first found). 

However, this image — basic to all industrialized nations in the “First World” (as opposed to “Third 
World” countries) — spawns a number of unintended consequences. It views people as “‘cogs in the 
industrial machine,’ valued chiefly for their role as producers and consumers, and motivated 
primarily by those roles.” It, too, fosters a perception of humankind as separate from nature, and 
values perpetual progress and growth, thus nurturing the insatiable collective appetite that drives 
consumer culture. Conservative in nature (in the classical, rather than political, sense), this image that 
defines our times is slow to adapt to change.  

Where this image dominates, decisions are made on the basis of economic efficiency rather than 
“what ought to be.” 

We are in the old age of our culture. It’s in a dissolving, disintegrating period …  

There’s an awful saying of Spengler that I ran into in a book of his, Jahre der Entsheidung (Years of 
Decision), which are the years we live in now. He said, “As for America, it’s a congeries of dollar 
trappers, no past, no future.” When I read that back in the thirties, I took it as an insult. But what is 
anybody interested in? … It’s a terrible lack of anything but economic concerns that we’re facing, and 
that is old age and death, and that is the end. That’s as I see it. I have nothing but negative judgments 
in respect to that. 

– Joseph Campbell, interviewed by Lorraine Kisly in “Living Myths: A Conversation with Joseph 
Campbell,” Parabola, Issue 1, (Spring 1976), pp. 70-81 

 

Campbell’s frustration rings true today when decisions impacting the quality and even the existence 
of life on this planet are based on the narrow, short-term economic concerns of a relatively limited 
number of people, neglecting long-term implications and the big picture (e.g., withdrawing from and 
declining to re-negotiate the Kyoto Accords because of the cost to industry of higher emission 
standards).  

Ironically, global warming will have a more drastic, devastating effect on the economy in the long run 
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than retooling our factories.  

Of course, the authors are painting with a broad strokes — the study is informed speculation, not 
inerrant prophecy. Nevertheless, from a vantage point thirty years down the road, much of what they 
anticipated if this image were to remain in force bears an uncanny resemblance to current realities. 

For example, given the value the economic model of man places on linear progress and unlimited 
growth (values which generally trump integrity, vision, and ethics in our world), they see a 
concentration of power and of wealth in mega-corporations: 

No longer are [multi-national corporations] simply subject to market forces; in an important sense 
they exert control over the market. No longer are they simply subject to controls imposed by national 
governments; in an important sense they exert control over national governments.  

- Changing Images of Man, p. 194 

It’s hard to deny that dynamic when the people who make one’s cell phones are often the same as the 
people who provide one’s home phone, and the same as the people who provide one’s cable service 
and Internet connection, and who also own the news network and produce the television programs 
one watches, not to mention owning the studio that makes the movies that play at the corner 
cineplex — and who knows what else?  

This concentration of wealth and power inevitably leads to behavior bold, brash, and so abusive that 
consumers, according to the authors, are bound to demand accountability.  

Do we see this in the recent manipulation of energy resources to create an artificial crisis and drive up 
prices in California? Are trials of executives of Enron, WorldCom, and other corporations involved in 
multi-billion dollar scams the beginning of this backlash?  

Certainly, despite its benefits, the dominant image of man as primarily an economic factor helps 
construct the environment in which such abuses thrive. 

The researchers also see this model — driven by a technological imperative — generating a system so 
complex as to be extremely vulnerable to disruption from terrorist attack or natural catastrophe — 
which strikes me as a particularly apt insight, considering its origin in the pre-9/11, pre-Katrina 
world. 

The authors don’t claim the image of man as an economic being has no value, but stress the wisdom 
of integrating it with other images (such as that of the mutual interdependence of all life) that 
support the restoration of the balance in nature (both outer and inner natures) and a more holistic, 
global perspective. 

Twelve years after the original report was issued, Campbell felt this integration in full swing, with the 
interdependence of the global economy actually contributing to the development of a unifying image 
of mankind: 

Well, the cultural crises — and this is certainly a period of great crisis — is primarily caused by the 
very recent coming together and collision of culture forms, culture ideals, that were in total ignorance 
of each other one hundred years ago. I think this unification of the planet is now indeed a fact and 
becoming apparent to everyone — as an economic fact also; and when it is an economic fact, then it is 
a fact indeed, at least as far as the public mind is concerned. 

– Joseph Campbell, audio interview with E. Bouratinos for The Man and Myth Project, 1985   
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Unfortunately, political leaders all too often fall behind the curve, remaining locked into stale, 
destructive patterns. Even some who pay lip service to the value and power of the global economy 
seem to expect to dominate that economy. 

And when you think of this! The number of men who are in fact responsible for the condition of the 
world right now — I mean in its political life! They could all be contained in this room, and they are 
acting as if there were no way of common understanding … They are all men of intelligence, but so 
linked to this system of now archaic fears and desires that the world is in chaos simply as a function of 
their inability to assume the middle position in a conversation.  

They are thinking of themselves and their local careers — rather in terms of the past than of the 
future; rather in terms of a system of conflicting communities, than as a leader of different groups 
within a single community … They are a lag, they are a drag. I think the people of the world are way 
ahead of them here. 

But this is just my personal opinion. I’m no sociologist. 

– Campbell and Bouratinos, 1985 

 

Two decades later we have a new generation of leaders — but Campbell’s comments remain relevant.  

Still, we’ve caught glimpses here and there of leaders who transcend ethnic and national loyalties: 
Anwar Sadat, whose concessions in the cause of peace marked him for assassination; Nelson Mandela, 
who ended apartheid yet eschewed revenge on the white minority for decades of oppression and his 
own imprisonment, instead advocating “truth and reconciliation” between black and white; Mikhail 
Gorbachev, who relaxed the iron fist of the Soviet Union, surrendering its power in the interests of 
peace, prosperity, and human rights; Vaclav Havel, who presided over the peaceful dissolution of 
Czechoslovakia, avoiding ethnic strife at the same time Serbs, Croats, and Muslims were slugging it 
out in the former Yugoslavia; and the Dalai  Lama, who advocates peaceful resolution to conflict and 
counsels understanding and compassion toward the Chinese, despite their occupation of Tibet 
resulting in the death of hundreds of thousands of his countrymen.   

Are these leaders anomalies — or the tip of an iceberg, harbingers of what may yet come? 

 

 

 

THE CONSTRAINTS OF SCIENCE  
 

The SRI report also examines the symbiotic relationship between a culture’s image of humanity, and 
its science.  

Scientific discovery regularly spawns major revolutions in belief and understanding: Copernicus and 
Galileo moved the earth from the center of the universe into orbit around the sun; the observations of 
Darwin and Mendel shattered long held certainties about the origins of life; the exploration of the 
quantum universe deconstructed Newton’s clockwork cosmos — all examples that have led (or are 
leading) to massive changes in the way we conceive ourselves and our universe. 
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But just as science shapes our perception of reality, so too do society’s perceptions shape the direction 
science takes: 

Science deals with a selected set of metaphors; other possible metaphors have in the past been 
excluded, whether because of reductionist bias or commitment to a particular concept of objectivity. 
The prevailing “image of man” intervenes in the scientific process by shaping the definition of both 
the research territory and interpretations of the results of scientific investigation … 

As we examine some of the contemporary scientific developments that challenge old scientific 
paradigms, it must be from the standpoint of this two-way interaction between the changing scientific 
paradigm and the societal image of man. It is not that either causes the other, but rather that they tend 
to move together.  

– Changing Images of Man, p. 75. 

 

The authors offer the amusing example of the Royal Academy of Sciences under Antoine Lavoisier — 
considered the father of modern chemistry — which, in 1790, determined that meteorites couldn’t 
exist, as rocks simply don’t fall down out of the sky — this, despite innumerable eyewitness accounts. 
“Since they were no longer real,” museums and universities throughout Europe tossed their meteorite 
collections (save for one massive meteor too heavy to move). Another fifty years passed before the 
scientific establishment accepted growing evidence and began rebuilding their collections. 

The goals of society, influenced by the culture image of man-in-the-universe, help to define the 
research territory of science. Thus the content of science is affected by the prevailing image of man …  

The myths and images of the culture influence what seems possible in the universe and is therefore 
acceptable, scientific or otherwise. 

– Changing Images of Man, p. 69 

 

Dreams, hypnosis, death, suicide, homosexuality, parapsychology, subliminal perception, and 
psychedelic drugs are some of the areas the research team identifies as taboo under the 
Cartesian/Newtonian paradigm that guides orthodox science. Thirty years later this paradigm shows 
signs of giving ground, but a serious scientist can still damage her/his reputation by announcing an 
investigation into some of these taboo areas.  

Science, like economics, exhibits “an exclusive orientation toward the analytic/rational mode of 
problem-solving in the West” — which automatically assumes any other approach is illogical and 
irrational, and thus devalues intuition (though the authors of the SRI report remind us that 
innumerable scientists credit intuition as the source of their greatest achievements). 

The tendency toward specialization — a response to ever-greater complexity — is another trait 
scientific and economic models share. In the field of science this can lead to an over-reliance on the 
reductionist method, with whole systems studied only in terms of their component parts — an 
approach that can’t help but limit scientific understanding. 

In ecology, however, the SRI team finds evidence of a mounting countertrend that they believe will 
eventually supplant the previous paradigm: 

There is, however, another class of systems involving rich interactions between the component parts. 
Biological and ecological systems are good examples. In these, synergy or the properties of the whole 
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system created by the interaction of the parts operate to such an extent that reductionist analysis 
cannot achieve a theory capable of extension and prediction. 

– Changing Images of Man, p. 74 

 

Three decades later, other sciences besides deep ecology are now embracing a more holistic, 
interdependent image of the natural world. In particular, advances within the field of physics and 
biology, the development of depth and transpersonal psychologies, and the emergence of 
consciousness research (cognitive science and artificial intelligence) and information technologies, 
provide a medium through which the collective imagination re-casts the universe and our role in it. 

There’s also the development of chaos theory and fractal geometry, which today impacts everything 
from meteorology to the stock market. As a result, chemists, economists, physicists, 
neurophysiologists, mathematicians, computer scientists, and biologists — including a number of 
Nobel laureates — are together exploring the science of complexity at the cutting-edge Santa Fe 
Institute.  

Physicist David Bohm’s holographic model of the universe, neurophysiologist Karl Pribram’s 
discovery of the holographic nature of memory and the brain, Stanislav Grof’s research into the 
human psyche’s holographic structure, biologist Rupert Sheldrake’s theories of morphic resonance, 
anthropologist Jeremy Narby’s studies into the relationship between mythic images, psychotropic-
induced visions of tribal shamans, and the DNA molecule, are a few of the many new, exciting 
avenues of exploration opening up in science.  

Ironically, nonscientists — who often value the metaphors more than the hard science behind them 
— have also embraced this imagery, which helps support and shape an emerging belief system. Are 
we glimpsing glimmers of a new “image of man” on the horizon?    

 

 

OBSTACLES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 

The Changing Images of Man presents a strong case, past and present, regarding the power of a 
culture’s self-image to shape the future, and is clear on what the future requires of us. The essential 
question, though, remains: “Is it possible?” 

The authors see several possible barriers to positive image-formation.  

The least likely obstacle is the absence of crisis — an unanticipated ability to indefinitely maintain 
the status quo. 

Riiiiiiiiight … That will happen … 

A second, overwhelming obstacle is a media-supported consumption culture — which seems to be 
where we are today. It is indeed difficult to contemplate giving up those golden handcuffs — trading 
in the SUV for the environment, recycling our discards, reigning in planned obsolescence. Even some 
who pay lip service to these ideas (including, at times, myself) are seduced by the luxury and ease of 
the path of least resistance. 
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Campbell and his colleagues mention a third obstacle to image-formation: terrorism. They don’t 
dwell on this as much as we might today in the era of 9/11 and a seemingly perpetual “War on 
Terrorism.” 

A final major block to image-formation is described as “religious stasis” — the clash of cultures, 
whether between Judaism and Islam in the Near East, Islamic extremists and the West, or within the 
United States itself. 

[A]ll popular thinking is in term of loyalties to the local communities to which all, severally, are 
members; and such thinking is now out of date. What we face is a challenge to recognize one 
community on this earth, and what we find in the face of this challenge is everybody pulling back into 
his own in-group. I don’t want to name the in-groups, but we all know pretty well what they are. 
They are racial groups, class groups, religious groups, economic groups: religious conflict, regional 
conflict, linguistic conflict! And this is just one example of what is going on all over the place. 

Then we have a new kind of tetraktys here in action, whereby one tendency pulls towards more 
sectarian, and another one towards more universality. The one towards more universality is the trend 
of the century, and the sectarian is the pull of people who are afraid of what is before us. 

– Campbell and Bouratinos, 1985 

Conversely, the research team also presents two powerful catalysts likely to accelerate acceptance of a 
more holistic, global image of humanity. (Please bear in mind that I’m just skimming the surface of 
the report and its conclusions — there is far greater depth to the “desirable image of man” the 
authors propose than my adjectives suggest.)  

Those catalysts are technological breakthroughs, and global crises — especially ecological crises. 

Examples of both are full upon us.  

Breakthroughs in information technology — particularly communications technology and the 
Internet — affirm the truth of a Disney refrain: it is a small world, after all. The younger generation 
today is linked up around the globe in ways that my Baby Boomer generation barely comprehends, in 
essence creating their own fusion culture. It’s by no means Utopia — but the evolution of the World 
Wide Web suggests that the boundaries separating us are more porous than we imagined. 

Global warming looms as an even more compelling catalyst.  

Changing Images of Man suggests impending ecological crises may be what finally break the logjam 
— an evaluation echoed by Campbell in The Hero’s Journey (published four years after his death). 
Climate change, shifting weather patterns, melting icecaps, the increasing intensity of seasonal 
storms, even shifts in the spread of contagious diseases, can all be related to humanity’s effect on our 
environment. Even those with contrary political and/or religious beliefs are finding it increasingly 
difficult to deny the abundance of evidence that “Man did not weave the web of life, he is merely a 
strand in it. Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself …” 

 

CONSPIRACY THEORIES AND CULTURE WARS 
 

Even though most people have never heard of the Stanford Research Institute or Changing Images of 
Man, there are a few paranoid individuals and organizations who see Joseph Campbell’s participation 
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MYTHIC IMAGE AND CONSPIRACY 

Internet technology often figures into contemporary 
versions of apocalyptic mythology, usually 
revolving around the worship of the “image of the 
beast” in the New Testament Book of Revelations 
(chapter 12), who “causes all … to receive a mark 
in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And … no 
man may buy or sell, save he that had the mark,” 
which is somehow associated with the number 
666. Some think this predicts the implantation of 
microchips in humans as a universal ID and 
bankcard. 

“Images” do not fare well in such apocalyptic 
visions — Babylon’s King Nebuchadnezzar dreams 
of a “great image” of gold, silver, bronze and iron, 
and feet of clay, in the Book of Daniel (chapter 2), 
which many Christians believe to be an Old 
Testament parallel to Revelations. The dream 
image, while consistent with representations of the 
four ages of man — a motif often found in 
mythologies where time is thought of as cyclical 
rather than linear — is interpreted in Christian 
eschatology as representing four successive 
kingdoms of man (the Babylonian of 
Nebuchadnezzar, the Persian of Cyrus the Great, 
the Greek of Alexander, and Rome of the Caesars); 
this image, representing man’s achievement, is 
smashed by an unhewn stone that represents the 
Kingdom of God. 

Again, it only takes an imagination of a certain kind 
to make the leap from this “great image” of man’s 
achievement to the “image of man” in the SRI 
study, and assume secular humanists are setting up 
the quintessential false idol in these end times. 

Hence the built-in resistance, among those who 
read the scriptures literally to ideas aired in 
Changing Images of Man.

in this study as evidence of his influence in a vast conspiracy aimed at destroying Christianity and 
imposing a one-world dictatorship on the United States. One pre-Y2K broadside characterized the 
SRI project as part of an initiative funded by the Tavistock Institute, and so somehow controlled by 
the Illuminati.  

(The project’s director and the team supervisor 
more accurately identify the Charles F. 
Kettering Foundation, seeking “possibly risky 
approaches to social policy research and 
development in which a relatively small amount 
of support might, if successful, lead to a 
beneficial effect on society that is relatively 
large,” as providing the impetus for the SRI 
study.) 

Meanwhile, an article offered through 
evangelical Christian television apologist John 
Ankerberg claim the Stanford Research Institute 
study team conducted its research with the 
intent of determining how “Western man could 
be deliberately turned into an Eastern 
mystic/psychic” (excerpted by Ankerberg from 
the book Occult Invasion, by David Hunt). 

There are, of course, hooks on which such 
projections catch — such as the Stanford 
Research Institute’s origins in discussions at the 
Bohemian Grove — notorious in conspiracy 
circles as the gathering place for members of the 
elite cabal that controls the world, be they 
Illuminati, Jews, Satanists, or all of the above 
(depending on who is telling the story). 

Then there’s the close relationship that SRI 
International maintains with powerful 
corporations, not to mention an abundance of 
government and military contracts, and SRI’s 
pivotal role in the development of information 
technology and the Internet.  

Another hook hangs on a perceived arrogance in the report — a blueprint for consciously fostering a 
cultural image that intends a specific effect — certainly sounds like manipulation, even if it isn’t. The 
authors walk cautiously through that minefield, anticipating resistance from the significant segment 
of the public vested in their religion. True, the study proved influential. However, the authors aren’t 
predicting — or dictating — but merely analyzing what paths lie open to us given the information 
available. They do identify what they see as the most desirable and fortuitous outcome, and offer 
several possible alternatives on how to move in that direction — but events of the last thirty years 
demonstrate no coordinated efforts to implement the tentative programs and policies discussed.  
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Still, the observation that a literal reading of Judeo-Christian-Islamic scripture is mythology, more 
metaphor than history, just isn’t well received even by the majority in each religion who live far from 
the lunatic fringe. The editors of the Permagon edition of Changing Images acknowledge that later 
works widely identified with the New Age movement — specifically Dave Satin’s New Age Politics 
(1978) and Marilyn Ferguson’s The Aquarian Conspiracy (1980) — draw on some of the 
observations and implications of the original report; it should be no surprise that some strict 
religionists who already feel their beliefs under siege consider this study the original salvo in the 
lengthy culture war that continues to fragment our society. 

The original researchers reviewed the 1974 report before Pergamon published the expanded version. 
The editors sum up their consensus thus: 

Although the authors are still in fundamental agreement with what we wrote almost a decade ago, 
there are several ways that in retrospect we would like to have done it differently. One change would 
be to present our findings in a more objective way. Although we continue to believe that inquiries of 
this sort should avoid the appearance of “value neutrality,” much of the study has a certain tone of 
preaching that although representative of the earnestness in which the research was undertaken, we 
now find less than desirable in a research report. 

– Changing Images of Man, 1982 

 

Campbell also criticizes the report’s lack of recognition of the artist “not simply as agents ‘depicting a 
positive future,’” … but “in the structuring of any future civilization.” If a culture is to change its 
guiding image, then the image-makers, the artists — particularly those with their finger on the pulse 
of popular culture, such as the musician-poets, the novelists, the filmmakers, etc. — will play a 
leading role, their work shaping and reflecting the public imagination far more than any esoteric 
study issued by an eclectic think tank 

This may be why most strict religionists in the culture wars blame rock-and-roll and Hollywood, 
rather than SRI (which most have never heard of) for the disintegration of our culture. 

The wing nut factor will always be with us — but the larger culture wars will ultimately resolve 
themselves, regardless of what the Changing Images of Man might recommend. 

After thousands of years as accepted fact, the geocentric world of scripture was destroyed by the 
ultimately undeniable discoveries of Copernicus and Galileo. At the time, the Pope and Martin 
Luther alike considered such talk heresy designed to destroy Christianity. 

And yet Christianity adapted.  

Over time, theologians re-interpreted and re-envisioned scripture, bringing belief into harmony with 
the science of the day, much as the Catholic Church and several mainstream Protestant 
denominations are doing today with evolution. Adopting a more holistic, global image of humanity 
will not mean the end of Christianity or Islam, though it might well mean the end of some of the 
more extreme forms of those religions.  

And those will not go gentle into that good night … 
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THE EVIDENCE OF THINGS HOPED FOR 

BUT NOT YET SEEN 
 

Joseph Campbell’s study of myth convinces him that there is a natural dynamic to the process of 
image-formation, a pattern we see recur time and again across cultures. Despite offering tentative 
suggestions on how to ease the transition, SRI’s research team ultimately arrives at Campbell’s 
position: 

But there exists little evidence to suggest that a change in the dominant image could be accomplished 
by rational deliberation, planning, and organized activity — or that the results of such manipulative 
rationality would necessarily be benign. On the other hand, whether by fortunate circumstances or 
creative unconscious process, an emerging image with many of the needed characteristics does seem to 
have made its (re)appearance. 

– Changing Images of Man, p. 203 

 

You can’t force change. Fortunately, however, it’s already on the way. 

What hints do we see of a cultural change of perspective? 

One unexpected place to find such evidence is in the field of market research.  

Sociologist Paul Ray identifies three broad subcultures within the American public: Traditionals, 
Moderns, and Cultural Creatives — terms coined to sidestep assumed religious and political 
polarities. Culture, income, education, interests, hobbies, and other elements beyond the typical help 
define each subculture.  

Moderns — mainstream Americans — represent 48% of the adult population, or roughly 93 million 
people; Traditionals — many of whom espouse conservative religious values — comprise 24.5%, 
which works out to some 48 million people; while Cultural Creatives — who embrace a holistic, 
global perspective akin to that suggested in the SRI study — form another 26% of the public, or fifty 
million adults.  

That last group didn’t exist fifty years ago, yet is roughly a quarter of the population today — this 
alone suggests a significant shift in the collective perspective — and it’s a shift Madison Avenue has 
noted. Magazines, books, movies, cars, clothes, music, food, cable television channels, and travel 
destinations are being marketed with this demographic in mind; Whole Foods owes much of its 
success to cultural creatives, as does the annual Burning Man festival — and many of the creative 
and technical talents driving the expansion of cyberspace are members of this subculture, whether 
they know it or not. Paul Ray and psychologist Sherry Ruth Anderson mine survey data to examine 
this trend in detail in their volume, Cultural Creatives (Random House). 

We also see this in the growth and interaction of NGOs (non-governmental organizations), especially 
in response to environmental imperatives. Transparency International, the World Resources Institute, 
and the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES — now there’s an apt 
mythic acronym) assist businesses in developing environmentally sound policies and practices 
without sacrificing the bottom line.  

Communication, travel, the Internet — all are positive signs of what appears to be emerging, as are 
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the new understandings in science. 

Of course, it might take fifty years before folks admit that rocks do indeed fall from the sky… but 
there is change in the air.  

Nevertheless, there are tough times ahead. 

 

IMAGINE 
 

Anything from the past like an idea of what man of this or that culture might or should have been is 
now archaic, and the transformation we are experiencing is really of the whole sense of humanity; 
what it means to be a cultured and world-related human being. This is a whole new thing. And so we 
have all of us to leave our little provincial stories behind. They may guide us as far as structuring our 
lives for the moment, but we must always be ready to drop them and to grasp the new experience as it 
comes along and interpret it. 

– Joseph Campbell, “Sunrise,” with Michael Toms on NNew Dimensions 

 

Not an easy task. Responding to a question posed by Cate Miodini, Campbell pooh-poohs the 
prospect of an Aquarian utopia in our future, drawing a clear distinction between warm and fuzzy 
“new age” optimism, and the realities of the new age portrayed in history and myth: 

Certainly there is a new age coming, and it will be a planetary age. But the beginnings of ages are 
usually terrible, with great violence, yang in a most brutal way. New ages don’t come softly; they are 
times of aggression and smashing. I see no sign of anything gentle happening. 

– “Myths of the Universe: the Earth Spirit and the Coming of the New Age — an Interview with 
Joseph Campbell,” with Cate Miodini in ANIMA, 1986 

 

Wars and rumors of wars — Bosnia and Serbia, Osama bin Ladin and 9/11, and all the rest — are 
the panicked struggles of those who see their world disintegrating … “times of aggression and 
smashing.” I fear we will see more of the same in the years ahead. 

Joseph Campbell, though, takes the long view: 

Well, personally I am an optimist with respect to the ability of life to survive. And I think the means 
are bound to appear for the resolution of the tension. Actually the tension is hardly more than a 
century old, and that the answer will come seems to me inevitable. Up to the present, however, one 
can only be terribly pessimistic. Pessimistic with respect to the present day, or the day after tomorrow, 
but optimistic with respect to, let’s say, fifty odd years from now. 

– Campbell and Boroutinos, 1985 

 

In the meantime, what’s an individual to do?  

Joyfully participate — keep putting one foot in front of another, keep living life. 

And keep in mind that cultures arise out of the imagination of generations of individuals — and 
hence a culture’s self-image consists of a multitude of individual images layered over and merging 
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into one another. 

So, then, the more individuals there are who experience the shift of perspective that Campbell 
describes, the closer a culture comes to reaching critical mass. 

I think that in one’s political action and influences, if one can think of oneself as part of a world 
community without betraying the legitimate interests of one’s local neighborhood, one would be 
helping the world forward.  

That is all I can say to this. 

– Campbell and Boroutinos, 1985 

 

Sage advice. 


